Based on MATLAB, a new model-BRF network model is founded to be used in groundwater dynamic simulation and prediction. It is systematically studied about the training sample set, testing sample set, the pretreatment of the original data, neural network construction, training, testing and evaluating the entire process. A favorable result is achieved by applying the model to simulate and predict groundwater dynamics, which shows this new method is precise and scientific.
Introduction
That the factors (such as water level, water quantity, water chemical composition, water temperature, etc.) in the aquifer system changing with time under interaction in the surrounding environment, is called groundwater dynamics. Groundwater dynamics is caused by the imbalances of water, heat, energy and salt. The studies on this is of great significance to find out the variation of groundwater resources and the characteristic of reentry and outflow, to guide water intake and drainage project and reasonable exploitation and utilization of groundwater resources, and to solve environmental problems such as ground subsidence, water quality deterioration, saltwater intrusion etc. Therefore, the mathematical model of groundwater dynamics can be divided into deterministic mathematical model and uncertainty mathematical model including numerical method, the fuzzy mathematics method, grey system methods, statistical analysis, Kriging valuations, regression analysis, time series analysis, spectrum analysis (Fourier analysis, wavelet analysis, etc.), and artificial neural network (ANN) method etc.
Compared with the traditional statistical analysis model, neural network model has better durability and timelier forecast and can be used to solve the prediction problem of groundwater system with multiple arguments and multiple dependent variables.
In the present, most researches on neural network apply BP (Back Propagation) network. Although BP algorithm is based on solid theory basis and can be used widely, there are some unsolved problems on it. By in troducing the principles of RBF (Radial Basis Function) network, this paper points out that RBF network has advantageous properties such as independence of the output on initial weight value and adaptation for determining the construction. Using MATLAB as the platform, we apply the network for simulation and prediction of groundwater dynamics and get a good achievement in construction of training set and checking set, pretreatment of original data, and establishment, training, inspection and result evaluation of the neural network.
The Principle of Radial Basis Network
We will introduce RBF basic principle [1] [2] [3] , training and its realization methods. The radial basis network is a three-layer feedforward network composed of input layer, hidden and output layer, see 
. From the Figure 2 , we can see that the ith neuron input for the hidden layer is : and the ith output is :
By Gaussian transformation, the ith output from the ith neuron input of the hidden layer is
Although the value of can adjust the sensitivity of the function, in practice we commonly used another parameter C (called expansion constant). There are all kinds of methods to define the function about and . In MATLAB neural network toolbox, it sets 1 0.8326
And then the hidden layer neurons output is changed to:
The values of C reflects response width of output for input. The bigger C takes, the better smoothness between two neurons we will get, caused by the response range of the hidden neurons to input vector expand with it.
The output is weighted summation of each hidden layer neurons output, excitation function using pure linear function. Then the neuron output y is
RBF network training is divided into two steps, the first step for the supervised learning training the weights between input layers and hidden layer, the second step for supervised learning training the weights W between hidden layer and the output layer. Network training needs to provide input vector ( X ), corresponding target vector ( T ) and expansion constants of the radial basis function ( C ). The purpose of the training is to get the weights , , and the offset value , . (when the number of hidden units equals the number of input vector, we will take ).
In RBF networks training, one of the key problems is to decide the number of neurons in hidden layer. In the past, we often make it equal with the number of the input vector. Apparently, for many input vector, too much hidden units is difficult to acceptable. Therefore we will improve the method. The basic principle is: 0 as a neuron started training, by checking the output error to make the network automatically increase neurons, after the training sample looping once, using the training sample which make the network produce have the maximum error as the weight vector i to generate a new hidden neuron, then recalculating, checking the error of the new network, repeating this process until it reaches the required error or maximum number of hidden neurons, which we can see that RBF network has properties such as adaptation for determining the network construction and independence of initial weight value.
Application of the Radial Basis Network

Preparations for Neural Network
1) Training samples and test samples
We choose randomly five samples from No. 14 to No. 18 as test samples and others as the training samples. The sample are listed in Table 1 .
2) The original data preprocessing There are three kinds of pretreatment plans. The first is to normalize original data to between -1 and 1 by use of PRENMX function; the second is to normalize the original data to the expectation as 0 by Prestd function and the last one, the original data not being preprocessed.
Radial Basis Net Constructions, Training and Testing
1) Radial basis network construction
The number of input layer neurons in RBF network depends on the number of groundwater level and its main impact factors which are 5 here, and the number of the output layer neurons is set to be 1. The number of the hidden units can be adaptively determined by the use of MATLAB NEWRB function training network. The excitation function of the hidden units is RADBAS, the weighted function DIST, and the input functions NET-PROD. The excitation function of the output layer neu- The training sample rons is pure linear function PURELIN, the weighted function DOTPROD, and the input functions NETSUM [4, 5] .
2) Network training and testing
The level of the network training is related with the control error. It is listed in Table 2 that the fitting error of network for the training samples and the generalizetion error for the test samples change with the mean square error. It is clear that the network is the best when the control mean-square error called goal equals 0.003. At this point, the maximum fitting error (relative error) of the network for 19 training samples is 1.6948%, and the generalization error (relative error) for 5 test samples is 3.7686%. Namely, applying the network to forecast, the error is expected to control within 4% which satisfies actual requirements.
3) The effect of the data pretreatment on RBF network It is presented in Table 3 that three methods of the original data preprocessing effect on network. By a large number of experiments, the method 1, 2, 3 get the best respectively when the goal is 0.003, 0.01 and 1. Then we compare the effects of three networks. Consideration of the fitting and generalization error, method 3 gets worse obviously, methods 1 and 2 are similar, but method1 is better than method 2 overall.
Application Effect of the BP Network
Compared with radial basis network, we construct BP network to solve the problem. The process is as follows: 1) BP network construction Taking three-layer network, the number of the input and output layer neurons is determined as 5 and 1 respectively. There has not been a uniform method how to determine the number of the hidden units. Here we follow the reference as 11.
The input and output functions (excitation function) for hidden units and the output units are respectively by means of hyperbolic tangent function and linear function, namely, TANSIG and PURELIN functions in MATLAB. Network is trained by using Powell-Beale conjugate gradient back propagation algorithm, namely TRAINCGB function in MATLAB. In this algorithm, the network parameter is not adjusted along with the steepest descent direction (negative gradient direction) of the error surface, but is conjugate gradient direction, which has advantages of fast convergence and small footprint.
2) The effect analysis on BP network In Table 4 , it gives the results of three or four consecutive trainings and tests based on BP network when mean-square error goal equals 0.001, 0.0001 and 0.00001 respectively. It can be seen that firstly under the same mean-square error, results of training have great differences including the number of training, fitting error, generalization error which shows the initial weights of the BP network have a significant impact on the network effect; secondly compared with the result of RBF network in Table 2 , BP network effect is clearly not as good as RBF network effect; and thirdly, the number of the training on BP network is much larger than on RBR network which shows the training speed of BP network is slower.
Conclusions
RBF network has properties such as adaptation for determining the network construction, independence of initial weight value on person, great speed, high accuracy and reliability and is deserved to be popularized to simulate and predict for groundwater regime. And this research shows that special attention is paid to the pretreatment of the original data in order to have an efficient network when we simulate and predict for groundwater dynamics based on RBF network.
At the same time, drawbacks on BP network such as artificiality for determining the construction, inferiority to RBF net on accuracy and speed of training and random of initial weight value to the outcome are all manifested after comparing RBF net and BP net. In addition, the BP network has many defects such as easiness to get the local minimum when learning and volatile, and redundant network connection or nodes. Many attempts have been done to improve it, but rarely desirable result is gotten. So we think that it should be very careful to select the BP network to simulate and forecast groundwater dynamics.
